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ABSTRACT 

In the fundamental absorption region, near normal incidence reflectance Rand 

transmittance T measurements can provide information about optical properties of thin films [1] 

. Temperature dependent optical properties of p - , i - , n - layers of a-Si:H films have been 

studied. The behavior of reflectance R and transmittance T as a function of temperature of 

a-Si:H thin films is analyzed. From temperature dependence of Rand T the temperature 

dependence of the absorption coefficent «(I.) is calculated using Hishikawa relation. From the 

temperature dependent absorption coefficient, the variation of the optical energy gap of the films 

with temperature is determined. Finally its effect on solar cell applications is discussed . 
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INTRODUCTION 

World wide, the energy supply is continuously dependent on energy sources whose 

material i~ very limited. In addition they cause risk for the environment and climate; greenhouse 

- effect in case of fossils, and radiation risk in case of nuclear energy. Therefore, research is 

being carried out on the one hand to use energy more efficiently and economically and on the 

other hand to replace fossil and nuclear energy sources by other means : Here the chance is 

opened for renewable energy, which also gives an interesting perspective for 3rd world 

countries. 

One of the regenerative energy sources is the direct transfonnation of solar energy into 

electric energy - Photovoltaics. Conceptually, in its simplest form a photovoltaic device is a solar 

- powered battery whose only con~umable is the light that fuels it [2) . It is environmentally 

friendly and particularily interesting as a dis-centeralized energy source. Because sunlight is 

universally available, it is usable and acceptable to all inhibitants of our planet. 

The research goal in this area is to make the transformation more effective and to 

reduce the cost of production of the solar cells. Solar cell from hydrogenated amorphous Silicon 

(a-Si:H) is of advantage in material consumption and large area production cost in comparison 

to solar cel1~ from crystalline or polycrystalline silicon. However, the efficiency of a-Si:H solar 

cells is lower and its long-time-stability worse . Therefore, currently there is intensive research 

going on in order to improve such behavior of a-Si:H solar cells. 

In addition to low efficiency in a-Si:H cells, it was proved that the operating temperature 

has significant effect on its efficiency. Short circuit currents and open - circuit voltages are 

directly related to the optical absorption coefficients and optical band gaps [3), respectively, 

which are themselves dependent on temperature. It was also reported [4) that with decreasing 

temperature, both the blue and red response of an a-Si:H p-i-n solar cells decrease. Thus, it is 

important to investigate the effect of operating temperature on a-Si:H solar cells quantitatively. 
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A precise detel1TLination of the temperature dependence of the optical constants of all 

layers and their inclusion into the multilayer optical behavior of the solar cell is the primary 

motive of this work. With increase in temperature the energy gap decreases; also the absorption 

coefficient a(E) was found to increase for arbitrary but fixed energy. This would lead to the 

increase of spatially dependent generation rate G(x,E). Therefore, from this result one would 

expect that Jph increases with increasing temperature. This is valid provided that the charge 

carrier collection via field plus recombination is not drastically affected with temperature. 

However, it is indeed altered - in particular under blue light illumination[ 4]. 

In this work, section two introduces solar cell operation principles. In section three the 

optical constants of thin - films is defined and the general properties .of the film such as optical 

gap, densities of states (DOS), defects and hydrogenation effects and the absOlption processes 

was considered. In section four the temperature dependence of the energy gap in 

semiconductors is discussed. 

In section five the experimental details is given; and in sections six and seven the 

experimental results, discussions and conclusions was presented respectively. In the last section 

references was given. 
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2. l'-l-N Solar· cell Operation 

In this s~(tion th~ operation principk of amorpous Sili.;on 1'-1->1 solar cells ~u·" 

illlrtH.Ju ... ':..:-J :Uld disl.'lIss('d. 

2 . 1 Light Absorption 

·Ille first Skp llf Ihe photovoltaic energy conversion in the semiconductor based 

sellar c·dls is Ih~ llillical absurption of photons in Ihe scmiconductor material, leading to th~ 

crcalil>!l llf li·cc ckclflln-hllk pairs. 111is absol1)tion can be regarded indcpendwlly of the 

,mbsequenl skI's of ,"parali,ln and cllllection of the resulting ekctrical c,uTiers in the 

S't:mi t:onJuclor j lind i 011. 

figure 2.1 shows the optical absoq)tion of hydrogcnated amorphous Silicon 

(a-Sdl) as a lilI1dion of the wavdength of the light. Addititlnally, the absoq)tion of the 

cry,talline and the AM 1.5 solar speCIIlllll power density are plotted. 111c most relev~UlI f(,ature 

llfth~ absorptil1n curve ofa-Si:H is a greater absorption in the wavekngth regi0nl.i·oil1 300-

lOll n111 Clll11parcd to that of crystallinc Silicon. It is this high ,'ptical absol111ion that makes 

alllll'1lllllus Silicoll a suilable thin - lihnlor solm· n~lImakrial. ·Ille horizlliltallill~ in Figure 2.1 

giv~ all eslimat-o llfthe abslllvlilln limit oflilms with different thicknesses. 
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.-\t a tlIid;n,:;s vf IflIl1, an a-Si:H C,Ul absorb th~ light up 10 ~ wavckngth much longer than 

a .:<',i film Lll' Ih~ S'Ulle thi(kl1~ss, 'IlI~ sh,Ull ,kcrease of Ihe absLlrption of a-Si:H al higher 

\vave!cngths <' ,: the olher h.md makes it virtually impL1ssibie to explLlit the fhKlion of the sun 

spectrum abow 750 fUll wilh a-Si:1I ( by alloying a-Si:H wilh GennaniullI (a-Si" Ge I, " ), the 

absoqlliL1n can be eX1ended to about 900 lUll , 

Figure 2.2 shows Ihe calTi;:r generation rate G(x) [6,12] in a-Si:H, as the filllction of the 

p,;" " :;tln depth x, as prod",':J hythe /u\<11.5 solal' spectl1lm (at IOOOW/m'), 

eX) 

G(~) = J P AL\Il.5(A)~~a(A)e-xUJ.),jdA 
o 

alld the resuiting CUlllIllulative photogencration ClilTent lG] JL,,,..,(L) 

L 

hg/'I(L) = e J G(x)dx; 
o 

wllere I' is Ihe spc<:tralllL1wcr, 'f. is Ihe absorption coeUicicnl alld e is the delllenl;uy chal·ge. 

':" 

t 1 ~:;:: 
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The generation rate sharply decays in the first few tenths of a micrometer, and for 

thickness greater than O. 5 ~ the reSUlting photocunent saturates towards a value of about 20 

mA/cm' . In practice. two effects lead to deviation from the theoretical curve. First different loss 

mechanisms reduce the usable photocunent. The losses include reflection and transmission 

losses in non-photovoltaically active overlayers, e.t.c. On the other hand, various "optical 

enhancement" schemes can increase the photocurrent by lengthening the optical path of the light 

. For example the absorption probability is increased by reflection at the back side of the layer 

( if the reflection is 100%, the thickness required to absorb a given photocurrent is reduced to 

one half, as indicated in figure 2.2, and by other than perpendicular angle of incidence of the 

lighLas realized by using textured substrates such as Transparent Conductive Oxides (TCO). 

2.2 Carrier Collection In P-I-N Solar Cells 

To produce electrical power available on ex1emal electric terminals, i.e to realize 

photovoltaic energy conversion, the photogenerated electrons and holes have to be separated in 

suitable electronic devices. It is thereby crucial to prevent the recombination of the electrons and 

holes in the absorbing material itself Typically, the separation is achieved by electrostatic 

barriers that are induced in solar cell through an appropriate doping scheme. 

Due to the high recombination probability in amorphous Silicon, p-i-n diodes have proven 

to be the most succesful solar cell design for a-Si:H. In a p-i-n device, the electrostatic barrier 

between a p-doped and a n-doped layer ( the built in potential V bi ) is used to induce an electric 

field into a non-doped, intrinsic layer ( i-layer ), which extends over most of the solar cell (fi.,"lIre 

2.3). In this intrinsic layer, the electric field enhances the carrier transport to a degree that allows 

for the collection of the photocarriers before they recombine. In the highly doped p- and n

layers of the a-Si:H p-i-n solar cells virtually all the photo carriers are lost because of an even 

increased recombination as compared to intrinsic a-Si:H material [7], i.e., these layers are 

"photovoltically dead". The thickness of the doped layers is therefore reduced to the minimum 

needed to form the barrier; this thickness is of the order of 1 0-20 nm . 
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3 Optical Constants 

3.1 Definitions [9) : 

Let us consider the effect of a monochromatic plane wave of angular frequency (iJ 

and wave vector q traveling through an absorbing medium. The electromagnetic radiation 

incident on a medium causes an electric polarization by the induced dipole moments of the 

molecules (a permanent dipole moment is here excluded). As the perturbing effect of the 

electromagneric wave is usually very small, the relation between the macroscopic electric field E 

and the electric polarization P is linear: 

D = E + 4nP = 8E 

The complex dielectric constant e represents the response of the medium to the electromagnetic 

radiation. If N is the complex refractive index, then 

where n is the index of refraction and 1J the extinction coefficient. The electromagnetic field in 

absorbing medium can be represented by the relation: 

E(r, t) = Eoexp i(q.r - cot) ( 2.1 ) 

H(r, t) = Hoexp i(q.r - cot) (2.2 ) 

where q is the complex propagation vector; q = q} + i q2 and the imaginary part governs the 

attenuation of the wave. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) fonn the solution of wIaxwell's equation[36] 

for uncharged medium of magnetic permeability J.L = I. if 

(2.3 ) 
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If q 1 and q 2 are parallel (homogeneous plane wave), the two fields and directions of 

propagation are mutually perpendicular and we find from equations (2.3) 

q l=nO)/c and 

In this case the time averaged energy flow is given by 

s = ~nc8o(E* .E)eq 

where e q is a unit vector in the direction of q. With the expression for E from equation (2.1) : 

It is seen that the energy flow decreases by a factor exp(-2q2d) over the distance d. The 

absorption coefficient a, defined by the relative decrease of energy flow per unit distance in the 

direction of propagation ( A being wavelength in vacuum), is thus : 

3.2 Optical Gap 

The dielectric function ei (0) for a crystalline semiconductor is given by [10,11] 

8 2 (CO) = (;,~;) (2~)3 J cf3 k /Pcv(k)f 8[Ec(k) - Ev(k) - nco] 
Bz 

( 3.1) 

where P", (k) is the momentum matrix element, c and v denote the conduction and valence 

bands, respectively, E, (k) -Ey (k) is the interband energy, and the integration is performed over 

the first BZ. 

It is well knolVn that the valence and conduction bands retain their meaning even in 

amorphous state. Assuming the basic volume V contains the same number of atoms in 
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amorphous as in the crystalline state and that p .. (k) is independent of wave vector one obtain 

[13] 

where Ce and C. are the den~ities of states in the conduction and valence bands, respectively. It 

is apparent that 62( ro) is determined by the convolution of densities of states in the conduction 

and valence bands Ce and C. for which energy is conserved. If for example the density of states 

at the bottom of the conduction band is represented by C c ex (E - Eel and at the top of the 

valence band by C. OC (Ev - E)P and if the band edges are parabolic (p = s = 112) then [9]: 

(3.3) 

where D is a nondimensional strength parameter and E. is the optical energy gap. If the 

transition involves band tails which are assumed to be linear in energy, i.e., if s = P =1, then 

E:! U (nro - Eg )3. The fundamental absorption corresponds to band - to - band transition and 

manifests itself by a rapid rise in absorption. In the energy range where fundamental absorption 

occurs the experimental E:!( ro) follows the relation above. Such behavior is observed for 

amorphous semiconductors and insulators. Ifwe plot 'hro[ E:!(ro)]112 versus flll) (Tauc plot [15]) 

near the band gap, then we get the values of D and E, fi-om the linear extrapolation of the plot. 

Neglecting exciton formation a(hv) depends on the joint density of states for bands containing 

the initial and final states. For simple parabolic bands g(E) ex EII2 • for direct transitions 

(amorphous semiconductors), the absorption is given by (D and B are related by D = fineB) 

( 3.4) 

for con~tant index of refraction and m = 2 or 3 depending on parabolic or linear band edge 

respectively. The most important features of optical absorption processes in amprphous 

semiconductors is the relaxation of the wave vector conservation rule that apply to optically 
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induced transitions in crystalline materials. Equation ( 3.4 ) is generally used for a-Si:H alloys 

with m = 2 and implicitly assumes parabolic bands and equal mahix elements for all optical 

transitions for photon energies in excess of the band gap [37) . It has also been reported that the 

better fit to the data is obtained when m = 3 [ geE) linear dependence on E) is used [38]. 

3.3 Defects 

In a-Si:H and related alloy films, defects play the important role in detennining their 

properties. Dominant defects in these films are believed to be dangling bonds. The dangling 

bond is defined as the constituent atom which has the coordination number smaller by one than 

the normal coordination number. Therefore, it has an unpaired spin when it is not charged. One 

can determine the density of neutral dangling bonds by electron spin resonance (ESR) 

measurements[16]. ESR signals can be expressed by the following resonance conditions: 

g~BH=hv 

where !In is the Bohr magneton, H is externally applied magnetic field, h is Planks constant, v 

is the microwave frequency and g is a constant called g - value. 

3.4 Relation Between Hydrogenation and Defects 

The density of neutral dangling bonds in a-Si without hydrogenation is known to be 

around l(fo cm') , but by hydrogenation it i~ possible to reduce the density to about 10'l em') 

[16). Usually around 10 at. % H is needed to reduce the dangling - bond density to such extent. 

Fourfold - coordinated a-Si has a small structural flexibility resulting in a large stress Si network 

structure. This fact should be an important origin of the presence of a large density of dangling -

bonds in a-Si without hydrogenation. Hydrogenation effectively reduces the coordination 

number to make the structure more flexible. 

Hydrogenated amorphous Silicon, a - Si ,., H, has an average coordination number 

Z = 4-3x , so that a typical concentration of 20% hydrogen decreases Z from 4 to 3.4, thus 

inducing a considerable reduction in overall strain. This reduction manifests itself not only by 
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minimization of the large scale imperfections but also by the sharp decrease in local distorted 

bonds and defects. 

In addition, the Si - H bond strength is approximately 3.4 eV, about -fO% greater than 

the Si - Si bond strength. Since H is more electronegative than Si tight binding calculation 

indicates that the Si - H bonding states are deep in the a - Si:H valence band. while the Si - H 

antibonding orbitals are not too far from the conduction band mobility edge (see figure 3.1) . 
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Figure 3.1 Tight - binding approach to the band stntcture of a-Si:H films: (a) a central 5! 

atom is tetrahedrally coordinated by four neighboring Si atoms; the eight sp3 hybridi:::ea' 

orbitals are split intofoor bonding andfour antibonding orbitals. which repectively spread in 

to the valence and conduction bands of the solid. (b) A central Si atom tetrahedrally 

coordinated by three neighboring Si atoms and one H atom ; the Si-H bonding orbital falls 

deep within the valence band. while the Si-H antibonding orbital lies near the lower edge rf 

the conduction band, (c) A central Si atolll surrounded by only three neighboring Si atoms 

forming hybridized sp3 bonds, The fourth electron on the central atom occupies a nonbonding 

orbital (a dangling bond) , separatedjro1/l its unoccupied partner by the correlation energy 

U. both non bonding states lie within the gap [17]. 
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3.5 Density of States 

Figure 3.2 sketches the density of electron energy states geE). This is essentially the 

distribution of energy states of the CFO model (18) that has been proposed by Cohen Fritzsche, 

and Ovshinsky in 1969. 

iF. '0 ',: . 

Figure 3.2 Band model of a noncrystalline semiconductor. E, and Ec are the mobility edges 

of the valence band and of the conduction band, respective~v[l9] . 

Both the conduction band and the valence band have tails of states and deeper in the gap 

there are states originating from structural and coordination defects (atom~ which are not 

bonded according to their normal valency ) as well as from impurities. Hence in contrast to 

crystals, g (E) is nowhere zero. 

It is believed that the tail states are unavoidable because they are intimately associated 

with the disorder in noncrystalline structure. The valence band tails are covalent bonds that are 

weaker than normal. This can happen, for instance, when the covalent angle is bent from its 

equilibirium value, or when the bond is stretched due to internal strains. Moreover it was 

recently found, both theoretically and experimentally that there are net static charges on some 

atoms or groups of atoms (20). These produce potential fluctuations which push states up and 

down and prevent any sharp feature in geE). All these effects are expected to produce also a tail 

of states e;o..iending down in energy from the (antibonding ) conduction band. 
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The total number of tail states is approximately 1O.J of the number of states in one band, 

and the number of defect - related gap states varies between 10" and 10" of band states [21) . 

This sounds like a very small fraction. Indeed, it is; but the requirement for device quality 

semiconductor materials are very stringent. One wishes, of course to have as few gap states as 

possible in order to control the electronic properties by intentional addition of donor and 

acceptor atoms. Furthermore. the gap states act as recombination centers of photoexcited 

charge carriers, and thus limit the photoconductivity and the life time of electrically injected 

carriers [22). 

3.6 Optical Absorption 

In describing absorption processes in solids, it is possible to categorize the major 

phenomena under six headings. They are, in order of commonly encountered decreasing energy 

of the transition: 

(1) Electron transitions from the valence band to higher - lying conduction band, characterized 

by continuous high - absorption processes with structure variations depending on the density of 

states distributions in the bands involved. The optical absorption is usually in the range 10' - 106 

em'! . 

(2) Electron transition~ from the valence band to the lowest - lying conduction band "'ith a 

minimum required energy of the forbidden band gap. The magnitude and variation "'ith energy 

of the absorption constant depends on whether the transition involves a photon only (direct 

transition) or whether it involves both a photon and a phonon ( indirect tran~ition ). The 

absorption constant decreases by many orders of magnitude as the photon energy drops below 

the band gap energy . 

(3) Optical excitation producing a bound electron - hole pairs, known as an exciton, requiring 

less energy than to produce a free electron - hole pair by excitation across the band gap. The 

exciton can be thought of as a hydrogenic ~1'stem, capable of moving and transporting energy 

through the crystal ",ithout transporting net charge. The electron and hole making up an exciton 

may be themlally dissociated into free carriers or may recombine with the emission of light or 

phonons. 
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( 4) If imperfections are present in the crystal, they create energy levels that lie in the forbidden 

gap (see sec.3.S ). Therefore at energies less than the band - gap energy it is still possible to 

excite electrons to the conduction band from imperfection levels occupied by the electrons, or to 

excite electrons from the valence band to unoccupied imperfection levels, each process giving 

rise to optical absorption. This absorption in turn comes to an end when the photon energy is 

less than the energy required to make a transition from the imperfection level to one of the 

bands. For very high imperfection densities, the corresponding absorption constant may have 

values as high as 1 <Y em'! , but in general is considerably less. In hydrogenated amorphous 

semiconductors defect absorption is of the order of 1 cm'! . 

(5) Absorption of photons by free carriers, causing a transition to higher energy states within 

the same band to higher bands. This process can occur over a wide range of photon energies. It 

involves the absorption of both photons and phonons since both energy and wave vector must 

be changed in the transition. There is aL~o an optical absorption due to free carriers acting 

collectively as a kind of "electron gas ", which is known as plasma resonance absorption. 

(6) Absorption of photons in the excitation of optical mode vibration of the crysta~ known as 

Reststrahlen absorption. This is the only one of the above six phenomena that does not involve 

electron transitions. 

, 

:'" 

·c 
--------.-~.---.-... _._-----

.----, 
E. 

Electr';[""1 Energy 

Figure 3.3 Optical absorption processes: B - B between extended band states; T - B between 

tail states alld band states .. and G - B between gap states and band states. 
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In Figure 3.3 the band model is plotted on a logarithmic scale in order to emphasize the 

relative magnitudes of band states, tail states, and gap states. Quantum statistics applies equally 

to electrons in noncrystalline and crystalline materials. Therefore, there is a Fenni energy ~ 

below which the energy states are occupied by electrons in equilibrium. 

Essentially no electronic optical excitation can occur unless the photon energy exceeds a 

threshold energy that is large enough to lift an electron from Ev to an empty state above EF or 

from an occupied state below ~ to E, . These gap state to band state (G - B ) transitions start at 

the threshold energy for photoconductivity. At higher photon energy, transition between tail 

states and band states (T - B ) occur, and at even higher energy band to band (B - B ) 

transitions take place. 

The strength of the optical absorption is given by the logarithmic fraction of photons 

absorbed per cm of material. This absorption coefficient is proportional to the product of the 

density of those occupied states and the density of those unoccupied states that can be bridged 

by the energy of the incident photon, if the transition probability is the same for all states [23] . 

Since the density of states g(E) of band tails and gap states differ so drastically, the 

absorption spectrum shown in figure 3.4 is expected. Strongest absorption is caused by B - B 

transitions: G - B absOlption is weakest and changes 'i\ith geE) of the gap states from sample to 

sample. The T - B absorption is nearly exponential suggesting that geE) of the tail states falls 

off exponentially. The main objective of this experiment is the measurement of the B - B 

absorption coefficient as a function of temprature of a-Si:H thin films. 

Figure 3.4 shows a typical plotting of the optical absorption coefficient a of a-Si:H against 

the photon energy E =hv. The optical absorption can be classified into three regimes [24] : (A) a 

band - to - band transition, (B) a transition between band tail and ex1ended band states; and (e) 

a transition between defect and band states. In regime (A), a can be expressed as : 

15 



and such a plot is called the Tauc plot. Here Eg is defined as the optical gap and B is a 

proportionality constant which reflects the randollUless of the network structure. In regime (B) 

(hv) a = aOexp EI/ 

and Eu is called the Urbach tail energy and is detennined by the slope of the valence band tail . 

In such localized states, the carner conduction is possible only through hopping, so the mobility 

is very small. Therefore, the boundary between such localized states and extended band states is 

called the .. mobility edge". The gap between the mobility edges in the conduction band and the 

valence bands is a "mobility gap" which corresponds to the band gap in crystals for canier 

conduction. 

10' 

10 J 

10 J 

E 
u 
~ 

10' 

10' 

10 I 

E ,. 

10 1 '-----------'-!-_____ -1 

E (eV) 

Figure 3.-1 Typical features of the absorption coejJicient a against the photon energy E=h v 

[46]. 
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4 Temperature Dependence of the Energy Gap in Semiconductors 

The variation of the energy gap with temperature is one of the fundamental problems in 

solid state physics. It is also a major problem in photovoltaics wherein solar ceUs are exposed to 

temperature varying conditions. It was suggested [25] that the following relation holds for the 

temperature dependence of the energy gap in semiconductors : 

Eg = Eo - (~~) 

where E, is the energy gap which may be direct or indirect, Eo is its value at 0 K, CL and pare 

constants. 

Most of the variation in the energy gap with temperature is believed to arise from the 

follmving two mechanisms : 

(l) A shift in the relative position of the conduction and valence bands due to the temperature 

dependent dilation of the lattice [26,27] . Theoretical calculations [27] show that the effect is 

linear with temperature at high temperatures. At low temperatures the thermal expansion 

coefficient is nonlinear with temperature, correspondingly the dilation effect on the energy gap is 

also nonlinear. 

(2) The major contdbution comes from shift in the relative position of the conduction and 

valence band~ due to temperature - dependent electron lattice interaction. Theoretical treatments 

[28-33] show that this leads to a temperature dependence of the following form : 

for T< e 

for T> e 

where e is the Debye temperature . 
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On the other hand for a-Si:H, G. Weiser and H. Mell [43,45] formulated the variation of 

Eg with temperature to be : 

where the Einstein - Bose distribution n (hO) of the optical phonons determine the temperature 

dependence f3 is the coefficient of the gap in units of the Boltzmann constant k. They reported 

[43] that the thermal shift of the absorption edge both in c-Si and a-Si:H is proportional to the 

density of optical phonons which in both cases could be represented by the same Einstein -

Oscillator of about 33 me V and thereby confirmed interband mixing of valence and conduction 

band states. In the following section we will consider the experimental techniques used to 

determine the temperature dependent behavior of optical constants (energy gap, absorption 

coefficient) oflayers of a-Si:H thin films. 

5 Experimental Details 

The aim of this experiment is to study the optical properties of different layers of a-Si:H films as 

a function of temperature. The spectral region of major interest for semiconductors is in the 

vicinity of the absorption edge, since it can provide information on the optical gap as well as on 

the density of states within the gap. For semiconductors such as a-Si:H, n and k are usually 

obtained from transmittance (T) and reflectance (R) measurements[39]. Therefore, in this work 

we want to see the variation of E and absorption coefficient a from near normal incidence 
~~ ~ g 

transmittance and reflectance measurement in visible range of the spectrum ( 300-11 00) nm as 

the temperature of a-Si:H films varied from (80-400) K. The experiment was carried out under 

vacuum condition ( isolated system for thermal shielding) using cryostat; otherwise the optical 

constant of the sample environment for example its refractive index could vary. Light is incident 

on a-Si:H fUm with film side facing the illumination where the sample is fixed in the sample 

holder inside the cryostat at known temperature, the reflected and transmitted intensity is 

measured at each temperature using photodetector and from it reflectance and transmittance is 

calculated. In what follows we will consider the vacuum system, photodiode array system 

,cryostat system and optical systems each separately in brief. 
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5.1 Varl!!..lnl syst em : 

TIle main":'.1mp'''!lents '.\fth: vacuum system are: cryostat, vacuum gauge IE 211 with IO:-'1VAC 

I),\ 2l1J, TLlU30VAC 50. frcqucncy controller NT 50, prcpump TRlVAC D+J3 and exhaust AF+ 

- 8. The principk "fthc (1peralion is such that gas (air) is pumped out fi'olll the vohune of the 

syskm tl' create vacuum prcssure. TIle actual pressure readlcd is indicated by pressure gmlge. 

At l'l)(\!ll tcmp<:rature the !tWicst pressure reached was about 10'0 mbar (see diagrmn 5.1). 

Vacuum 

gauge 

EXhaust 
~ / Trivac 

AF 4-8 '\ / Turbovac 
D4B '\ / Cryostat 50 

~ 
'\ 

Turbotronik 

NT 50 

! 



5.2 Cryostat system 

The temperature in the cryostat is controlled by using liquid nitrogen, heating system and 

platinum resistance thermometer ( PT 100 ). Liquid nitrogen L~ tapped from one side of the 

cryostat, it circulates through it ( through heat exchanger ) and its outflow is controlled by an 

adjustable valve. There is also a heating unit connected to the cryostat so that one can increase 

the temperature of the system as desired. The PT 100 sensor is closely situated near the sample 

site so that the temperature of the sample could be accurately known. In this manner the 

temperature of the system was regulated in the range 80 - 400 K (range of measurement). The 

variation of the temperature during measurement was less than 0.2 K. To ensure good thermal 

contact, Silver fluid was used to fix the sample to its holder. The diameter of the sample holder 

is about 8 mm (see diagram S.2 ) for temperature control ). In the diagram when one wants to 

cool the system, liquid nitrogen from reservior flows through the cryostat under pressure when 

the pump is applied through Nz-exhaust connection on the cryostat. The flow rate is controlled 

by an adjustable N2 exhaust valve connected to the pump. The cooling rate is proportional to Nz 

flow rate. This way the cooling rate is controlled and the requried temperature is reached. The 

region around the sample is effectively cooled. \Vhen we want to increase the temperature we 

stop the pump and simply heat the system ( heater placed near the sample site ) to the desired 

temperature by applying the current. The current is "tuned" and automatically stops when the 

temperature reaches the "preset" value and shortly afterwards it oscillates about the "preset" 

value and finally the system will be in thenna! equilibrium at the "preset" temperature. The 

sample and Aluminum film were fixed on the sample holder using silver fluid as contact as the 

arrangement in diagram (S.2b) for convenience ofR and T measurement ( for details see sec.S ) 
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5.3 Optical system: 

F"l' 1I1~,nl!'~II1"nt e)fthe transmittance and rd1ect;ul<;~ ofth~ s;ullpk at Il~ar IWllllal inci(knc~ 

the !tlllowil1g ,-,ptica! aliglUllent, (Figur~ 5.3 ) wcr~ used. F'Jr elbliqu~ inl'idcllc~ e)lIe has tv 

';"llsid"r s -. alld p - p,)iarizaticltls gparalely [4i]. 111e light SOl!rs~ IIsed was halvgeillamp. We 

\IS~O Kelehkr's principle Ell' illuminatleltl ofth~ S;Ullpie in oroer!c) vary th, "spot si;:e" (2 - 6) 

111m and intcl:siIY indepcndently at Ihe s<Ullple site (center orIh~ cryostat); for ocrail, see 

sec.5.~.1 . N~lItral filters were also used when required to adjust the light intensity to the 

IIIcasllrabk r,mgc "fthe ,kh:de)r. 11le schematic drawing llfthe '-,ptical system is indicated in 

ljgllr~ 5.3 . 

:: .1,,:1.::, _-_~·_o_··. 

2 - CryCS:a.! 
3 - ~~.jS : T=SJ8IT1 
I, - Lzr-s , f=3ClT'1T: 
:;- ;::,:.;:t::::: Lt.:, 



5.3.1 Details of the illumination technique 

The fIlament ofthe halogene lamp is placed at a distance of 24 mm from the first lens Ll 

( Figure 5.4 ). The first diaphragm ( field stop) is placed at a di~tance of 39 mm from the 

filament. The image of the fIlament is 5 times magnified and formed at a distance of 144 mm 

from the fIlament. Here we have placed a second diaphragm (aperture stop ). A second lens is 

placed a distance equal to its focus i.e. 40 mm from the aperture stop. Our goal is to vary the 

intensity and the spot size independently at the object plane. This in essence is the Koehler's 

principle. We need to vary the spot size as our sample holder has limited diameter d = 6 mm and 

we need to vary the intensity as our detector has a 12 bit NO converter. Consider now the 

effect of reducing the diameter of the field stop (Figure 5.5) as compared to the reference one 

(Figure 5.4 ); the image of the filament does not change but we reduce the spot size at the 

object plane. Again consider the effect of reducing the diameter of the aperture stop without 

changing the field stop diameter (Figure 5.6); the effect is to reduce the intensity of the light at 

object plane without changing the spot size (compare with Fig 5.4 ). TIlls is so because we have 

reduced the solid angle of illumination. In other words, we have reduced the numerical aperture 

NA of the system. Thus, using the above approach we controlled the sample illumination. 
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5.3.2 Collecting optics 

In this section, the technique used to optimize the numerical aperture NA of the optical fiber 

to the divergence of the beam, focal length and diameter of the commerically availble lens is 

discussed. As it i~ known, for light to be transported through the optical fiber and reach the 

detector, it must be incident on the fiber within the solid angie corresponding to 

its numerical aperture; otherwise it \\-ill be attenuated and does not fully reach the detector. 

Therefore, this optimization is vel)' essential. 

consider Fig.5.7 ; indicating light diverging from the sample and collected by lens to the fiber. 

optioal fibl?( 

sample 

l Figufl? 5.7 
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We used the distance j = 100 nun; the numerical aperture of the fiber is NA = 0.2 and its 

diameter is 0.5 nun. Now for magnification of 0.4, with the diameter of the spot size at the 

fiber of2 nun (overfilled fiber head) and with maximum angle of divergence of the beam of.f 

degree, we have the numerical aperture of the system NA = tan ~ = ~ tan a. = 0.18. TIlls is close 

to the optimal value. 

The focal length of the required lens is , from the thin lens formula r = ::b = 29mm . But the 

commercially available lens is of 30 nun focal length. To calculate the diameter of the required 

lens consider the diagram below. 

( 

spot 

siZE" 

at thE" 

$amplo? sitE' 

x 

D 

x 

j 

FigYiE" 5.8 

for lana. = 0.07, (a. = 4), the diameter of the lens is given by 2X + D =(2jlan a. + D). and 

D = 5 mm, we get lens diameter of 19 nun and for D = 2 nun, we get the diameter of the lens 
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to be 16 nun . But for tan 0'. = 0.05 (0'. = 3 ), and for D = 5 nun, we get for the diameter of the 

lens 12 nun and for D = 2 nun a diameter of 9 nun. So if we limit the primary divergence to 0'. 

= 3 and the spot size to less than 5 rom, a commerically available achromat lens with f = 30 

rom, diameter 11.5 rom, will fit to our need. 

5.4 Photodlode array system 

The detector is a miniature spectrometer modul (CARL ZEISS, wllvfS) with interface 

and software. It has a built-in self - scanning photodiode array. A photodiode array is a line of 

silicon detectors constructed as an integrated circuit. Light generates photo-current and causes a 

charge to accumulate in a series of diodes. Switching transistor sequentially read and reset the 

charge from each diode element, and direct the output to a single output line. The output 

charges are converted to a voltage, amplified and converted by analog-to-digital converter into a 

series of digitalized readings for computer processing. 

The cycle time for the scan of the diodes, along \\lth the light intensity, governs the charge 

stored before it is read. The scan rate is determined by clock pulse which are fed to the array 

circuit by an external controller. 

The most important advantage of photodiode arrays over other detectors such as photomultiplier 

tubes is the multichannel nature of the arrays. 1vIany hundreds of data points 

(channe1s, wavelengths) can be recorded in one single reading. As a consequence, diode arrays 

are excellent for taking a series of scans of a changing optical source and take an entire spectra 

in a few miliseconds. 

Diode arrays and photomultiplier tubes are fundamentally different in their method of light 

measurement. Unlike photomultiplier tubes which measure radiant flux (power) diode arrays 

measure radiant energy. The diode elements accumulate charge generated by the arrival of 

photons, and the charge is proportional to the total radiant energy. For constant light source, this 

is the product of the radiant flu.x and exposure time. In essence a diode array acts as an 

electronic photogrphic film and the exposure time is adjusted to obtain the best signal. Thus we 

set the integration time depending on the incident light intensity to get optimum signal from 

diode array system. 
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'[ll~ spectral respons~ ofasilicon diClde is that "fsilicon, and is fi'om about 180 run to 1100 ImL 

\\hik ligt S',\llrL'~ W,L<; hal'Jgen l,nup 300 nm to 1100 nlll, Di,'uc alTay systems ability to mak~ 

m,my SC;]lIS a second ;]l!d to present the resuits graphically, with constant updating makes it 

wdill toul fur the adju;;tmcnt of of the optical system, Ch;]llgcs in intensity, image size and 

pL1sitil1n, and spectral distribution ;]l'e immediately visualized, Laborious aligruuents of !D;]lIY 

hours can ollen be accomplished in a l:'w minutes by suitabily phlcing the diode an'ay and 

l)l:>s~rving changes in signal shape on graphic dispaly, 

Its measnring principle is as follows: Light is incident on a difli-aeting grating from left (Figure 

5,9) lhn11lgh ,'pti,'al libre,Light is "rdkcled" at the grating (rdkcti,'n grating) ,md dispersed 

iuto dilkretll wavelengths, '[lIe photodiodc aJl'ays (with s~cond order dim'action sllppr~ssed 

ui'ing appropriate waveleugth filters) ddedS light incident on it. 'Ille Silicon photodiode 

respl1nds 1<1 all plwtons with energy greater thaJI or equal to its optical baJld gap, 'The 

wavelength inkl-val was li'om 300 ' 1100 lllll j,lr this measurement. 'Ille el1lllput~r rcgiskrs ;]lId 

stores the number llf counts as a filllctit1\1 of pixel (diode) \lumber, TIle calibration certificate 

gives the least - SL[UaJ'C jit itlr wavelength as a filtlction of pixd number. Using this relation one 

I,,:lm l.lblail1 ~nllllt:-; a:-; a 1l1lH:ti\11l ~)rv;av:.,;kI1gth " 

.--------------------------------------------------------------

light through fiber 

Photodiode 

array 
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light 
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5.5 Samplc pt'cparatioll 

III lhis s~c\i"l1 a ~h"11 disCl"ipti')1l ,)f s;unpk pr~p;u'ali,)n is give li)1" lh~ sake of compklelless; 

Gthcl"wise th~ sample is prepar~d by ISI-l'V depcsition group led by Dr.Claus B~lIeking fc)r 

which I am gratcltll. 

a-Si:H thin lilms arc prq)ar~d by "Plasma Enhanc"d chemical vapc)r Dep,)sitiou" (PECVD). 

'111e ".Hlcept "f l'ECVD is ,krived li'OIu CVD - process, in whi,h ;Ul appropl'iate gas is 

thmnally dissllciated in hot plat" ;uld leads to depositiCl\l ofthin1ilms. In CVD - process th~ 

required high deposition klllperature leads to raised production cost and limits also the choke 

ot'substratc which is its maiGr s·:tback. 

On "'lltr;u-y, in PEC\lD - process through ;Ul a,lditional plasma the depc)sition is cnh;ulCed so 

that the depc'Oiti,'n kmperature is cllnsiderably lowered. 'nlo staml;u',l deptlsitioirtelllperahlr~ 

I,'r mlll)rlllwus ,ili,tm by PECVD is al"'tlt 20\) ~ekius wh~reas It)r CVD - clellosition ofa-Si:H 

a minimum "t' SOil l'::kiu~ is requir::;,i. 

111~ plasma used le)r dq)t)sitioll tlfa-Si:H film is l)llly weal;ly ioni::ed. 111e high energy ele~tr(,Ds 

can Ir,ulskr its cllergy to tl10 gas mobcuics by collisioll whereby the Ilhlkcules either dissl)Ci~!lc 

;mel 1;.'l1n r;ttlkals whidl kads tt) depositiollor simply stay in til" excikd 1;)1111. In orJ"r \c) avc,id 

cll~r~:! ""lltiml('usly. 'Illis ltapIlI:lls thn)ugh the ckctric lidel. "hidl ;~·;cckrate th~ ekctn'lls. 

Films wiih kw micrometer thidJleSS nc;::d substrate for its medl;ulical st;tbility. For this 
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Figure (5.10) illustrates the plasma deposition principle of amorphous silicon. Silane (SiR.) is 

continuously pumped into the reactor. Silane is decomposed by glow discharge between the two 

electrodes. From the depcomposition products undoped or intrinsic layer a-Si:H film is formed. 

For p-doping the process gas diborane (B2~)' and for n-doping phosphine (P~) is mixed in 

few concentrations with silane. 

The thickness of a-Si:H films was accurately determined from interference pattern (R and T) 

CUIVe obtained from experimental data and interference patterns obtained from calculations 

using the exact expression from the single layer structure based on known (Standard) optical 

constants using the optical simulation programmer 40]. 

We also measured the thickness of the films by using Dekiak 3030. The basic principle of its 

measurement is that the film l'liiI be first etched from the substrste and when scanned it would 

enable us to measure the thickness of the film. The structure of the surface to be scanned looks 

like"'L." . 

5.6 Rand T measurement 

As mentioned previously, the temperature dependent optical constants of p - , i -, n

layers of a - Si:H films were determined from the temperature dependence of reflectance Rand 

transmittance T measurements. \V e perfonued the Rand T measurements in the temperature 

range of 80 to 400 Kehin . Since the maxinlUm temperature during our measurement was 400 

K ( less than the deposition temperature of a-Si:H), our measurement is in the reversible 

range.If the temperature is greater than the deposition temperature the film starts to loose it~ 

amorphous property [7]. 

5.6.1. Transmittance measurement 

The transmittance T at various temperatures was measured using the following steps. 

- We have set the temperature of the system to the required value using liquid nitrogen 

,heating system and adjustable valve together with the nitrogen exhaust pump. We have waited 

until thermal equilibrium is reached (or" 0.2 K). 
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- we adjusted the" SPDt size" and the intensity of the ilIuminatiDn (nDn - saturation mDde Df 

the detectDr ) withDut sample and we measured the intensity 10 . 

- we measured the transmitted intensity I, from the sample ( sample adjustment was done by 

cryostat holder ( manufactured at workshop ) for both Rand T measurement). The cryostat 

holder was designed in such a way that it can be fixed on the optical table and one can roll it 

back and forth perpendicular to the incident beam along the rail to align it to the center of fLxed 

incident beam. In addition it can be moved up and do\\'u perpendicular to the plane of the 

optical table to center the sample with the incident beam. Moreover, the orientation of the plane 

of the sample can be finely adjusted for-the incident light to be normally incident on it within +/-

50 angle. The cryostat can also be fully withdrawn from the beam to optimize the incident 

(reference) beam. 

- Then the transmittance is calculated as T ~ ~ , where J I and J 0 are transformed intD counts 

as a function of wavelength by the transformation equation from the manufacturer of the 

detector. 

5.5.2 Reflectance measurement 

We followed the steps below for reflectance measurement. We used Aluminum fihn deposited 

on coming glass as reference reflector. 

- We calibrated the reflectance of AlIGlass fJlm using Perkin - Elmer Lambda 19 UVIVIS 

!NIR double beam spectrophotometer, at room temperature. After calibration correction is done 

we Dbtained RAI . We assumed that d:; =: 0 for this temperature range. 

- Then we fixed AI/Glass film on the sample hDlder \\,1th orientation Df the film towards the 

illuminator. 
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- Adjacent to that we placed our sample and we left empty space above AI IGlass for 

transmittance reference intensity measurement. 

- We measured the reflected intensity from AI / Glass 1.41 and we measured the reflected 
intensity from our sample l J at required temperature. 

- Then the reflectance was given by R = ::RA/ 

6 . RESULT & DISCUSSION 

The a-Si:H fihns used in our work were produced by a widely used plasma - enhanced 

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique using rfCB.56 .'vJHz) glow - discharge 

decomposition of silane. The fihns were prepared by lSI - PV deposition group. From 

measurement ofRefleClance R and transmittance T depending on temperature, we have 

calculated the absorption coefficient a at different temperatures using the Hishikawa relation 

[41) given by a = _lln(..L) 
d l-R 

The reflectance R and transmittance T of p - , i - , n - layers at room temperature is 

shown in Figures 6.1. The spectral fringes on Rand T curves of Figures 6.1 are due to the 

thickness of the fihns . The periodicity of the fringes is inversely proportional to the product of 

the thickness and the refractive index of the ftlm. Obviously, the thickness of the films does not 

change with increasing wavelength. However, the refractive indices of the films are energy 

dependent. At lower energies, since the refractive indices of the films are decreasing with 

decreasing energy, the spectral fringe on the curves of Rand T are getting broader with 

decreasing energy. 

The reflectance curve of all layers above 2.2 e V show a tendency to increase, whereas 

the transmittance curves go to zero. Transmittance is strongly connected with penetration depth 

. The penetration depth of an absorbing material is equal to an inverse of the absorption 

coefficient [41) . Thus, since amorphous materials have high absorption coefficient, the 

transmittance of the layers above 2.2 e V are negligibly small to be detected. 
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For energy range between 1.5 and 2.2 eV , the amplitude of the spectral fringes on R 

and T curves are not equal because of the absorption of light in the layers. For E > 2.2 eV C1. 

increases still, but as T curve is zero one can not evaluate it with Hishikawa relation.1bis opaque 

region is the domain of ellipsometry where instead of measuring only intensities, one measures 

two quantities Ij1 and ~ which are respectively related to the ratio of the reflected intensities and 

the difference in phase shifts at reflection con'esponding to the components of vibration parallel 

and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 

We note from the tails of the transmittance curves that p - layers stop transmitting at 

relatively higher energies. Thus a p - layer has more band - pass which allows much light to 

pass through and reach the active i-layer. 

From the magnitudes of the reflectance curves, we note also that the reflectance of the 

p - layer is small as compared to the reflectance of i-and n - layers . 

Figure 6.2 a shows the reflectance ofi-Iayer a-Si:H film; d == 1000 nm at different 

temperatures. From the figure, as the temperature increases the reflectance curve shifts towards 

lower energy (red shift). In the energy range of about 1. 75 e V to 2.05 eV, the amplitude of the 

reflectance curve drops as temperature increases. Therefore, one can say that the reflectance R 

decreases with increase in temperature in this energy range. 

In figure 6.3 a, the transmittance T of i-layer a-Si:H film is shown for different 

temperatures. As it is clearly apparent, with increase in temperature, the transmittance curve 

shifts towards lower energy range. The maximum shift occurs near the optical energy gap 

regions. In region where absorption occurs, transmittance decreases with increasing temperature. 

The penetration depth also seems to be decreasing with increasing temperature. 

Figure 6.4 shows the absorption coefficient C1. of i-layer and n - layer (calculated from 

Hishikawa relation) at various temperatures. Since Rand T decreases in the fimdamental 

absorption region with increasing temperature and generally R + T T A = 1 from energy 

conservation where A is the fraction of energy absorbed, we expect the absorption coefficient 

C1. to increase with increase in temperature. 1bis same behavior is observed in our result. As the 
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temperature is increased, the curve of the absorption coefficient a in general shifts towards 

lower energy. At constant energy, absorption increases with increase in temperature. The same 

behavior was also observed for p - layer with regard to R, T, and a dependence on 

temperature. 

Figure 6.5 shows E04 (the energy at which the absorption coefficient CJ. is exactly 104 cm· l 

) for p -,i -,and n - layers of a-Si:H films with d =" 1 000 run each as a function of temperature. 

E04 decreases non-linearly for each layer as the temperature decreases. The measured data 

points are indicated on the CUNe for each layers. The data points were fited with the fiting 

equation.V = ax2 + bx + c. We obseJVed good fit for each layer. ~loreover we fitted the data 

with Varshini's formula and we observed a good agreement. 

Figure 6.6 shows Tauc's plot for different temperatures of measurement for the i-layer 

sample. From the figure one can conclude that the optical energy gap decreases when the 

temperature increases. The optical energy gap decreased from 1. 76 e\' to 1.64 eV as the 

temperature is increased from 100 to 400 K. The Tauc's CUNe shifts to lower energy range \Vith 

increase in temperature and it has nearly the same slope parameter. 
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Conclusion 

The optical absorption coefficients measured at 400 K were about 20 % larger than those 

measured at room tempreture. Figure 6.6 shows the plot of (aEph )1/2 vs Eph . 

_ An excellent linearity was obtained. The optical band gaps were determined from the 

extrapolations of the plot of (aE) 1/2 vs E . The optical band gaps decreased non - linearly 

with increasing operating temperature. This is in agreement with the Varshni's suggestion as the 

Debye temperature of c-Si is about 645 K [44] (if we assume the same order of magnitude for 

a- Si ).The empirical relation given by Varshni states that the optical energy gap of 

semiconductors decreases non-linearly with increaseing temperature for the range of 

temperature less than deposition temperature of the film . The slope parameter A was abOUt" 633 

eV-1/2cm-112 in our experiments. This is in good agreement with previous data [42]. It is know11 

that short - circuit currents and open circuit voltages are directly related to the optical absorption 

coefficients and optical band gaps, respectively [3] . Therefore, short - circuit current increases 

with increase in temperature and the open circuit voltage decreases with increasing temperature. 

But obviously the carrier generation increases with increases in temperature due to increase in 

absorption. This fact could be of advantage for perfomlance of solar cells if the photogenerated 

charge carriers could somehow be collected before the recombination occurs. Therefore, this 

result indicates that device remodeling is required for p-i-n type solar cells. 
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